
SOME 16-01 /  673-G-01-17 
673 3rd 

Person / Company: Vittorio Stanco/ VTK v.stanco@vtk.nl  

Background / Q1 Standard AMCA 99-86 is unknown, please help us identify the correct standard or alternatively please 
advise us what standard to use instead. Standard AMCA 99-2404-78 is, much like AMCA 801:2001 
above, also replaced by BS EN ISO 13705:2012. So also here you refer to an obsolete publication as 
BS EN ISO 13705:2012 is issued prior to the API 673 3rd edition of Dec 2014. Which standard do we 
have to comply with? 

Proposed Q1 We understand your question is based on paragraph 6.1.23 “Fan arrangement and 
bearing support shall be in accordance with AMCA 99-86 and ……”. Standard 
AMCA 99-86 is unknown, please clarify. 

Proposed R1 The reference to AMCA 99-86 is incorrect.  The correct reference is ACMA 99-10. 
   
SOME 16-01 /  673-I-02-17  
Person / Company: John Lee, PCL Industrial Management, johnlee@pcl.com  

Background / Q1 Gasket Spacing definition. It is being interpreted that the “gasket spacing" as outer ring thickness. 
However, the group interprets the "gasket spacing" as the thickness of "seal element (spiral winding)". 

Proposed Q1 Referring to Chapter 6, Section 4.6.4, Is the "gasket spacing" supposed to mean 
"sealing element (spiral winding)"? or the "outer ring"?          

Proposed R1 The term “gasket spacing” is not referenced in API 673.  
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SOME 16-01 /  673-I-03-17 4th 673 
Person / Company: Christopher Boniatian  Ch.Boniatian@kayson-ir.com   

Background / Q1 Standard for axial flow fans 

Proposed Q1 1-Is it acceptable or allowable to use table 4 of API 673 pg 22 for determining axial 
flow fans rated motor power? 2-If not which standard or code can i use to determine 
correct power factor while calculating rated power of axial flow fan? 

Proposed R1 Axial flow fans are not within the scope of API 673. 

SOME 16-01 /  670-I-01-17 API 670 5th Edition  
Person / Company: Alan Tart/ Bentley Nevada alan1.tart@bhge.com  

Background / Q1 Integral condition monitoring system with the MPS. 

Proposed Q1 We have communicated that an integral condition monitoring function does not 
violate the separation of the MPS from the control system. Does the integrating 
condition monitoring within a protection system violate the segregation requirement 
of 4.8.1? 

Proposed R1 No, as long as the 4.8.1 “note” is satisfied.   
   
SOME 16-01 /  670-I-02-17 API 670 5th Edition  
Person / Company: Alan Tart/ Bentley Nevada alan1.tart@bhge.com  

Background / Q1 Accuracy of a proximity probe with a 9m extension cable. The spec calls out the accuracy of the probe 
with extension cable in Table 1. In section 5.1.2 the extension cable length is stated to be 4.5 m. 

 

Proposed Q1 Do the specifications in Table 1 apply to proximity systems with an extension cable 
that is 9 m? 

Proposed R1 No, only 4 m and 4.5 m cables are covered. 
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SOME 16-01 /  686-I-01-17 API 686  
Person / Company: ahmad hilal ahmad.hilal.4@aramco.com  

Background / Q1 as per API 686 clause 5.4.2.4 shim shall be full bearing. our concern is for the meaning of the full bearing 
area. does the shim plate have to cover all motor feet area or bolt hold down area?  

Proposed Q1 Per API 686, clause 5.4.2.4, shims shall be “full bearing”. Our concern is for the meaning 
of the “full bearing” area. Does the shim plate have to cover all motor feet area or bolt 
hold down area? 

Proposed R1 Yes, taking into account “precut commercial shims” (allowed by the paragraph) are “u-
shaped”. 

 

SOME 16-01 /  686-I-02-17 API 686-2nd  
Person / Company: anil arun shinde anil.shinde.879@gmail.com  

Background / Q1 API 686 5.4.2.4 All Shims shall be full-bearing. This includes precut commercial 
shims used under the feet of general purpose equipment and NEMA frame motor. 
Shims for special purpose equipment shall be supplied from the equipment vendor. 
If a shim must be made on site it shall be patterned from the equipment vendor’s 
shim or support foot Note 1- shim that match or exceed the equipment foot load 
bearing area and outline are considered to be “full-bearing” in cases where the 
equipment does not have distinctive (separate) support feet The Full bearing area 
will be centered on the hold down bolt and equal in width to the support (machined 
area) depth, unless otherwise specifically instructed by the equipment Manufacture 
(some special purpose equipment does have extended support-area requirements) 
Note 2 – The Actual area of contact of the foot to shim is very important and should 
be addressed as a part of the soft foot checks (see 5.4.4)  

Proposed Q1 We understand your question to be “Can you use small shims for hold down bolt 
areas, especially for soft foot correction”. 

Proposed R1 No, “small shims” are not referenced in API 686. 
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